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Keeping Up With the Johnsons: A Tale of Forest
Stewardship and the Impacts of an Ice Storm
Marc and Holly Johnson own the Winterberry
Tree Farm, a beautiful 77-acre woodland in
South China, Maine. Marc, a Licensed Professional Forester retired from the Scott Paper/S.D.
Warren Company, is also a photographer, wood
carver, and craftsman. Holly is an accomplished
wildlife artist. In 1999, they were honored as the
Kennebec County Outstanding Tree Farmer, as
well as State runner-up.

trails. Marc says, “[Our logger] was very judicious in
not cutting some trees like oak and ash, even with
some very poor tops. We were surprised later to see
the positive response and believe these trees will
survive to grow into veneer.” Marc followed up with
herbicide treatments to control sprouting of beech
and red maple stumps throughout the ice storm salvage cuts. He notes, “In wintertime, the ice storm
damage is still starkly evident throughout the lot.
Once the leaves return, the woods look much imFrom the mid-1800s to the mid-1900s, their propproved and I still find quality stems.”
erty was primarily used for row crops and pasture. In the 1940s, the farmer stopped tending to The Johnsons have utilized some of the timber from
the land and it naturally regenerated to forest.
their woodlot to furnish their home. Eastern white
After the Johnsons purchased the property in
pine beams add a distinctive rustic look. Flooring,
1986, they utilized Forest Service cost-share
milled by a local woodworker, was made from black
funds for activities ranging from site prep and
cherry, red oak, white ash, and white pine; the color
pruning to developing a Forest Stewardship Plan contrasts offer variety and beauty. Some of their inteand surveying for rare and endangered plants. In rior walls are covered with 150-year-old wide white
January 1998, the property was hit by the devas- pine boards previously used as flooring in another
tating ice storm that struck northern New Engbuilding.
land and Canada. Marc recalls, “I evaluated 22
Recreational pursuits are also an important activity at
woodlots for forest plans after the ice storm and,
Winterberry. Trails are used for cross-country skiing,
of those properties, our woodlot and one other
snowshoeing, birdwatching, hiking, hunting, and simwere the two most damaged.” Since the ice
ply strolling through the woodlot while reflecting on
storm, cleaning and salvaging have been the
the dynamics of the forest and its beauty and peace.
watchword on the Winterberry Tree Farm.
The Johnsons are passing their love of the forest on
Marc recounts, “The saddest part was seeing the to future generations. Holly recalls, “From the time
severe damage and loss to quality trees so care- the grandchildren could walk, we would explore the
fully released by our earlier harvests. Small log
forest, identifying plants, trees, and birds. They each
trees were responding well to release, but now
have a special area they call their own. As they grow
had to be salvaged. Probably in 20 years, many older, they’ve witnessed firsthand how the forest has
of these trees would have become excellent ve- changed with them.”
neer. We lost a 14-inch oak with 32 feet of clear
By Roger Monthey and Marc and Holly Johnson
bole to a completely shattered top.”
Some of the work performed post-ice storm included salvaging ice-damaged timber and hauling it to local mills, along with restoring access
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USDA FOREST SERVICE— Helen Thomp- THE NEW NEW ENGLAND FORESTRY
son
FOUNDATION—Si Balch
Forester Friendly Conservation with Management

The USDA Forest Service, Northeastern Area
State and Private Forestry recently released the
Northeastern Forest Regeneration Handbook: A
Guide for Forest Owners, Harvesting Practitioners,
and Public Officials (NA–TP–03–06). An earlier
version of this publication, produced in Connecticut, focused primarily on that State, but it soon became apparent that the document’s scope and
usefulness could easily extend to the 7 Northeastern States. Original authors Jeffrey Ward (The
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station) and
Thomas Worthley (University of Connecticut Cooperative Extension) were joined by Karen Bennett (University of New Hampshire Cooperative
Extension) and Peter Smallidge (Cornell University Cooperative Extension) to update and expand
the publication’s focus, resulting in a publication
that promotes the management of forests for longterm sustainability throughout the Northeast.

The New England Forestry Foundation (NEFF)
since 1944 has been the quiet conservation organization that works directly with individual forest owners. Some of those owners donated forests so that
their legacy of good management could continue.
Starting in 1994 NEFF’s former field foresters began running their own independent consulting company managing many acres across the region.
Their only remaining connection with NEFF is a
management contract like any other consulting forester. If land is transferred to NEFF the forester
who is currently managing it can continue to do so.
NEFF operates across New England, but has recently branched out to the south and the mid-west.
(Continued on page 4)

NEFF welcomes Lynn W. Lyford as its new Executive Director. She has most recently been the Vice
President of Cooperative Education at Northeastern
University.

Topics addressed in the publication include the history and current status of northeastern forests; the
influence of environmental factors and disturbance
on growth and regeneration; a description of various methods of regeneration, including advantages
and disadvantages of each; and general requirements for successfully regenerating select species
and species groups. It also includes contact information for each of the Northeastern States and a
list of additional resources for readers wishing to
pursue particular topics.

Lynn is Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors of
the Trustees of Reservations and chairs the Trustees’ Field Operations Committee. She is a recent
past president of The Boston Club, the largest organization of senior and professional women in the
city. Lynn also chairs the Greater Boston Chamber
of Commerce’s Workforce Development Committee.
Lynn was named one of the 100 most powerful
women in Boston by Boston Magazine in 2003.

The Northeastern Forest Regeneration Handbook
is available for download on the Northeastern
Area’s Web site at http://www.na.fs.fed.us/
resources/landowners.shtm. Limited hard copies
may be obtained by contacting Jane McComb at
jamccomb@fs.fed.us or 603-868-7693.

Immediately prior to joining Northeastern, Lynn was
Regional Director of Global Government Affairs for
EDS in New York and New England. She served as
the Executive Director of the Massachusetts State
Office of Minority and Women Business Assistance
from 1992 to 1995. In 1989 she was nominated by
Governor John McKernan of Maine, and confirmed
by the Senate, to serve as Commissioner of Economic and Community Development.
Lynn and her husband, Richard, live in Winchester,
MA

OUR MISSION AS FORESTERS IS TO BE RESPONSIBLE STEWARDS OF THE EARTH’S FORESTS WHILE MEETING SOCIETY’S VITAL NEEDS. THE CHALLENGE OF OUR MISSION LIES IN KEEPING FOREST ECOSYSTEMS HEALTHY AND
INTACT WHILE CONCURRENTLY DRAWING ON THEIR RESOURCES. WE WILL MEET THIS CHALLENGE BY CAREFULLY MONITORING AND MANAGING THE EFFECTS OF NATURAL AND HUMAN FORCES ON THE FOREST. OUR
DECISIONS WILL BE GUIDED BY OUR PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE, OUR COMPASSION FOR ALL LIVING THINGS,
OUR DESIRE TO IMPROVE CITIZENS’ LIVES, AND OUR RESPECT AND CONCERN FOR THE ENTIRE FOREST ECOSYSTEM. BY ADVANCING FORESTRY SCIENCE, EDUCATION, TECHNOLOGY, AND THE PRACTICE OF FORESTRY, NE
SAF WILL PROVIDE THE LEADERSHIP TO ACHIEVE ITS MISSION.
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ment.
Conservation easements (CE’s) are an increasingly important tool for conserving forests. NEFF
holds CE’s on over 1,100,000 acres reserved from
development and still under active harvesting. The
landowners follow management plans written by
their local foresters. The two best known areas are
the Pingree Lands and the Down East Lakes Forestry Partnership. Another 30,000 acres of woodlot size conservation easement parcels with a variety of owners are scattered across New England
and beyond.

(Continued from page 3)

NEFF now owns 22,600 acres These in woodlots
in 5 states. Most of these 130 forests are memorials named after individuals who had connections
with the land. This system creates living legacies
of the care and work that has gone on before.
There is a steady supply of logs, pulpwood and
firewood from the land. These forests are NEFF’s
endowment and are managed to demonstrate forest management and generate a modest portion of
the funds necessary to continue our conservation
workland. The bulk of NEFF’s funding is comes
from charitable donations contributions and grants
from, in descending order, foundations, major individual donors, annual memberships, and govern-

Certification is done through the Forest Stewardship Council and the American Tree System. A
new agreement with the Ruffed
Grouse Society formalizes our
support for each other’s work.
NEFF has also initiated a cadre
of Volunteer Forest Stewards
who monitor the forests annually,
report their findings and provide
a valuable presence for NEFF in
their communities.
NEFF continues to function as a
quiet practitioner and advocate of
managed forest conservation,
using a variety of tools. We
bridge the span between notouch preservation and unchecked forest loss. Many landowners and the foresters that
(Continued on page 5)

SECOND CALL FOR POSTER ABSTRACTS
2007 ANNUAL NE SAF MEETING
Lake Morey Resort, Fairlee, VT
Posters should address topics of interest to the membership of SAF, including research findings, management
applications, or other new developments. Poster boards 4’ x 4’ will be provided on 3-legged easels. Set up will be
Wednesday morning, March 21, 2007. Posters should be attached with tacks.
Certificates will be awarded to the three top posters judged by attendee ballot. There will also be a raffle providing
prizes to attendees who fill out ballots evaluating the posters.
Abstract submissions should include:

POSTER TITLE
(first and second lines, Times New Roman 14 pt. font, bold, centered, all Caps)
Author(s) name(s) and address(es). (third and fourth lines, Times New Roman 12 pt. font, centered).
(Skip fifth line.)
Abstract text (sixth line, Times New Roman 12 pt. font) should not exceed 300 words in length. Please use single
spacing and 1 inch margins.
Poster abstracts will be compiled in a booklet distributed at registration.
Please email abstracts in Word format to jay.maciejowski@state.vt.us by February 15, 2007.
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Update on the New Horizons Project –
K. M. Laustsen
In the June 2006 News Quarterly there was a front
page article on the New Horizons Project (NHP)
outlining the potential for NESAF and Siberian foresters to collaborate.

(Continued from page 4)

work with them want to assure the continuance of
their life’s work.

Workshops and tours present multiple opportunities for learning for foresters, landowners, and
families. In 2006 NEFF implemented a successful
Geocache program to as another way to invite the
th
On Wednesday, December 13 I attended a recep- public into the forest.
tion at the NHP in Boston to meet a visiting delegation from Tomsk, Siberia. Unfortunately, a medical Through acquisition, education and forest management NEFF has conserved over 1,100,000 acres of
emergency and a critical meeting with the Deputy
Prime Minister forced the bulk of the delegation to forest. Our hallmark is flexibility. Every person
and forest is different. If you know of woodland
remain behind. Nonetheless, Alexey Maslov,
owners who would like to protect their working
President of the Tomsk Wood Industry and Wood
Export Union and Evgeniya Nefedova, Senior Spe- woodland with a forestry-friendly easement and still
cialist in the Tomsk Region Administration, Depart- own it in the future, or to convey land as a permanent testimony to their good stewardship, please
ment for International and Regional Links were
able to travel and represent the interests of Tomsk. contact us. We would be pleased to talk with any
forester or landowner who wishes see their legacy
The reception had quite a few additional NESAF
of stewardship continue. Please visit us at www.
members present, including John Brissette, Si
newenglandforestry.org.
Balch, and Charlie Thompson. In addition there
were representatives from the New England Forest
Foundation, Woods Hole Research Center, Northern Forest Center, and New England Governors’
Council. The purpose of the reception was to provide a cooperative discussion on economic, industrial, and sustainable management of mutual forest
resources.
John Brissette led with a presentation on his involvement with the “Central Siberia Sustainable
Forestry Project”, initiated in 1993. NE and Siberia
share a lot of similar forest types (Spruce-Fir), regeneration problems, and disturbances (fire and
insects). Thomas Stone, Woods Hole Research
Center, followed with a presentation on opportunities for ecosystem services. Finally, Alexey Maslov
described his capitalistic operations in Siberia. His
union holds a 49-year lease and complete control
of the stump-to-board chain of custody, including
harvesting, transportation, and sawmilling.

Thursday, March 22, 2007, 7-9 PM
Hartford Municipal Arena
(Route 5—Behind Hartford High School)

Participants discussed inviting Canada to this current Siberia/USA co-operative discussion, as a 3rd
major party in the circum-polar environment. After
some cross language Q&A, it was learned that
there is no professional organization of foresters in
Russia. The thought was that this could be the first
link, send a NESAF contingent to Tomsk for an interchange, focusing not just on forestry, but including representation from the broader forestry–
related community. NHP needs to obtain some
dedicated funding to make this suggested interchange possible and is committed to that goal.
NESAF still has the opportunity to participate, so
we will stay involved and engaged.
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Gary Salmon
8177 Cold River Road
Shrewsbury, VT 05738
802 –786-3857
Gsalmon@vermontel.net
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Forestry Best Management Practices Implementation Improves—Christopher R.
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There is an SAF membership number posted on some undetermined page at...

http://www.nesaf.org/
If you find your number at www.nesaf.org and will be attending the meeting in Fairlee, VT on
March 20-23, you are the winner. In lieu of a check, simply submit with your registration form a
copy of your signed membership card (or your JOF address label) and a printout of the web
page where you found your number.
Ray Toolan, the registrar for the meeting, is the final arbiter of any dispute that might arise.
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Years Ago in the News Quarterly
(excerpted from Chairman’s Comments )

The National S.A.F. elections
have honored two of the Section’s
members. Bob Dineen was elected
o a two-year term on the Council,
representing voting District VII
Which includes three Sections –
New England New York and Allegheny.
Bob won in a field of
four contestants.
We will look
forward to following his activities during his term on the Council.
Congratulations
on
your
election, Bob.
The second person honored was
John H. Noyes who was elected a
Fellow of the Society. Most everyone knows John and can readily
agree that election to this select membership group is well deserved.
John has been very active in the Section, having
served in all its offices ahd
heading the fund-raising drive
for
the
Pinchot
Headquarters
Building among other things. He
is a recipient of the Section’s
Distinguished Service Award. We
are pleased that John has been
recognized by the Society for his
service to the forestry profession.
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My comments in this issue are a
“State of the Section” report.
On the whole, the Section seems
to be in good condition. The National dues increase of last year
did not result in a major loss of
members from the Section. There
was less than a ten per cent attrition for the year, not much
different than usual. Our membership is at about 1000; at any
one point in time it is difficult
to get an accurate count.
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NESAF Accounts Balance on 12/06/06
Checking

$6,000.02
$23,807.59

NESAF Grant Account

$440.06

Accounts Total to Date

$30,247.67

NESAF Fund CDs

25,615.18

Total Assets

55,862.85

!

Savings

-

Treasurer
(Bet you thought he really signed this, din’tcha!)
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Quarterly Theme

- Dr. Laura Kenefic, Theme Editor

URBAN & COMMUNITY FORESTRY
Urban and Community Forestry in New Hamp- munity Forestry Program. Its members represent
shire: A Special Kind of Care — J.B. Cullen, New various public and private agencies, professional
Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands
associations, and interest groups.
The Community Tree Steward Program is a nationally recognized and innovative use of volunteers.
Under the leadership of a Volunteer Coordinator,
volunteers go through an eleven-week training program. The training, provided by many resource
professionals, includes such urban forestry topics
as tree anatomy and physiology, identification, insects and diseases, proper pruning and planting,
The Division of Forests and Lands assists commuand soil and water relationships. It also includes
nities with the management of their public trees
training on fund raising, public speaking, presentaand forests, training of municipal employees, and
tion techniques, and field trips. Upon graduation,
planning for their natural resources. In addition
Community Tree Stewards agree to donate 40
there is the Urban Forestry Center located in Portshours of their time delivering tree awareness promouth and the Shieling Forest located in Peterborgrams to schools and adult groups and helping
ough. Each facility includes forests, fields, trails,
communities plan, implement, and monitor their
gardens, urban forestry demonstration areas, as
community forestry programs. When Community
well as a conference center. Informational and eduTree Stewards move out into their community, they
cational programs, workshops, and conferences
are provided with a lifeline to community forestry
are regularly available to the public and resource
resource professionals from UNH Cooperative Exprofessionals.
tension and the Division of Forests and Lands. The
hope is that as Community Tree Stewards move on
to new communities, they will leave a volunteer
group in place for long-term planning and care.
!

How is Urban and Community Forestry working in
New Hampshire? It's working through a partnership
between the Division of Forests and Lands and
UNH Cooperative Extension. Staff from both organizations provides a cohesive program of public
awareness, community networking, volunteerism,
and training for resource professionals.

0

/$

The entire Urban and Community Forestry Program in New Hampshire is like a big interwoven
web. A small amount of enthusiasm in a community might mean an initial contact with a Community
Tree Steward; an attempt to put in place a longterm planting and maintenance plan might draw on
the technical expertise of staff from the Division of
Forests and Lands or an Extension Educator from
UNH Cooperative Extension; a community plan
might mean the hiring of local arborist to do some
tree work, a consulting forester to manage the
Town Forest, or it could mean an application for
UNH Cooperative Extension is an educational netTree City, USA; an active program might lead to
work connecting knowledge and research to peosome programs for students in the local schools;
ple throughout New Hampshire. Extension Specialthen the teachers taking Project Learning Tree
ists in Durham and Extension Educators in each of
training and establishing an outdoor classroom to
the 10 counties of the state offer both scientific inteach their students more about natural resources.
formation and technical assistance to communities.
There's no doubt that an active community forestry
In every city and town this program is at work
program tends to engender more and more enthuteaching New Hampshire residents about the critisiasm, and it doesn't take much to get it started.
cal issues of today.
Pretty soon you have something pretty exciting goThe New Hampshire Community Forestry Advisory ing on. Possible? Probable? Well… ask them in
New Hampshire what it is all about!
Council serves as an advisory group to the State
Forester, who oversees the development and implementation of New Hampshire's Urban and Com-
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Quarterly Theme
Urban Forestry and Environmental Pro- from storm sewer systems. Stormwater discharges
grams — David J. Nowak, USDA Forest Service, associated with MS4 are regulated through the use

of National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
permits. Through these permits, owners or operaProperly designed and managed, urban vegetation tors are required to develop a stormwater pollution
can be used as a natural “biotechnology” to reduce prevention program that incorporates best mansome of the adverse environmental and health ef- agement practices (http://www.pca.state.mn.us/
fects associated with urbanization. As urbanization water/stormwater/stormwater-ms4.html).
expands across the landscape, there is an urgent
Because trees can reduce stormwater flow and
need to incorporate the healthful effects of urban
consequently improve water quality, urban forests
vegetation into long-term planning, policies, and
have the potential to affect TMDLs and be incorporegulations to improve environmental quality.
rated into best management practices to reduce
Urban trees could contribute to improving environ- sediment and pollution from storm sewer systems.
mental quality through several programs or protoKyoto Protocol -- Over a decade ago, most councols: State Implementation Plans of the Clean Air
tries joined an international treaty--the United NaAct; Total Maximum Daily Loads and Stormwater
Program for Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Sys- tions Framework Convention on Climate Change-tems of the Clean Water Act; and the Kyoto Proto- to begin to consider what can be done to reduce
global warming. In 1997 many governments
cols aimed at reducing greenhouse gases.
agreed to an addition to the treaty, called the Kyoto
State Implementation Plans -- The Clean Air Act
Protocol, which has more powerful (and legally
requires states to meet National Ambient Air Qual- binding) measures. The United States, although a
ity Standards (NAAQS) for criteria air pollutants
signatory to the protocol, has neither ratified nor
that impact human health (e.g., ozone). Each state withdrawn from it. Because urban trees can both
in non-compliance with the NAAQS must develop a directly sequester carbon dioxide, a dominant
State Implementation Plan (SIP) to work toward
greenhouse gas, and reduce carbon emissions
meeting those standards. In September 2004, the from power plants by reducing building energy (e.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) reg., reduced air temperatures, tree shade), they
leased a guidance document (http://www.epa.gov/ have the potential to help reduce greenhouse
ttn/oarpg/t1/memoranda/evm_ievm_g.pdf) that de- gases and be incorporated with the Kyoto Protocol.
tails how new measures, which may include
As vegetation effects can improve local environ“strategic tree planting,” can be incorporated into
mental quality, properly managed urban forests
SIPs to help meet air quality standards set by the
EPA. This document opens the door for urban tree can be a cost-effective “biotechnological” way to
programs to get credit within environmental regula- meet multiple environmental quality standards (e.
tions designed to improve air quality (http://www.fs. g., air and water quality, reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions) as trees provide multiple benefits
fed.us/ne/syracuse/Emerging%20Measures%
for a single cost.
20Summary.pdf).
Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDL) and Stormwa- Reference: Nowak, D.J. 2006. Institutionalizing urban forestry as a “biotechnology” to improve enviter Program for Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
Systems (MS4) -- A TMDL specifies the maximum ronmental quality. Urban Forestry and Urban
amount of a pollutant that a water body can receive Greening 5: 93-100.
Northern Research Station, Syracuse, NY

and still meet water quality standards. The Clean
Water Act establishes the water quality standards
and TMDL programs. States should describe plans
for implementing load allocations for non-point
sources using incentive-based non-regulatory or
regulatory approaches (http://www.epa.gov/owow/
tmdl/intro.html).
Stormwater runoff is a leading source of water pollution. It can harm surface waters, preventing
states from meeting water quality standards. The
MS4 is designed to reduce the amount of sediment
and pollution that enters surface and ground water
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Quarterly Theme
Tree Protection From Ultraviolet Radia- was much different when, with Richard Grant and
tion — Gordon M. Heisler, Northern Research Wei Gao at Purdue University, we measured at a

point in the shade of a single in-leaf tree where 78
percent of the sky was in view. There the relative
We often refer to large open-grown deciduous
irradiance (Ir=irradiance near the tree/abovetrees as “shade trees.” Shade is one undeniable
canopy) irradianceIr in the visible wavelengths was
effect of our urban forests but quantifying that
about 10 percent, whereas Ir was about 40 percent
shade and its effect on people is not so obvious.
in the UV. Conversely, in a sunny location where
We cannot even see an important part of tree
direct beam radiation came through gaps between
shade.
crowns in a group of urban landscape trees, visible
Ir values averaged 97 percent versus only 61 perThe total solar radiation that reaches us through
cent for the UVB. Thus, in summer, nearly comthe Earth’s atmosphere spans the wavelengths
from about 290 to 3,000 nanometers (1 nanometer plete protection from UV is provided by a closed
is 10-6 meters, 1 millionth of a meter). We can see tree canopy. Shade of a single, isolated tree crown
provides only partial protection, though in areas of
light only within the range from about 400 to 730
visible sunlight, some protection from UV is pronm, approximately the wavelengths that also are
vided by nearby trees.
responsible for photosynthesis in plants. The important ultraviolet radiation (UV) on Earth is in the Determining the importance of UV protection by
wavelengths below 400 nm, which we cannot see. trees for human health is complex because the
The UV is divided into the UVA, which extends
community of medical epidemiologists still is strugfrom 400 to 320 nm, and the UVB, which is below gling to understand the relationship between UV
320 nm. The latter is separated from the UVA in
exposure and health. Because exposure to UV,
that UVB is strongly absorbed by ozone, most of
particularly the UVB, is cited as a cause or contribwhich is in the stratosphere. By contrast, the UVA uting factor for deleterious effects on human
is not absorbed by ozone.
health, including skin cancers and cataracts, most
UV is highly reactive and damages materials, sur- physicians and public health agencies urge people
to avoid sun exposure as much as possible. Howvival alters herbivory of insects and activity of miever, some recent studies have caused some epicrobesial pathogens, modifies growth of vegetademiologists to recommend moderate sun expotion, and adversely or beneficially affects human
health. All of these effects may be modified by the sure because our skin uses UVB radiation to propresence of trees, which influence UV exposure to duce vitamin D, which seems to reduce risk of
many diseases, including internal cancers.
various degrees.
Station, USDA Forest Service, Syracuse, NY

Tree effects on total solar irradiance are relatively
well known but tree influences on UV, particularly
in the UVB, differ substantially from the rest of the
solar spectrum primarily because as the wavelength of radiation decreases, scattering in the atmosphere increases. Thus, in the UVB wavelengths, often half or more of the impinging radiation is diffuse from parts of the sky away from the
direct beam from the sun. In the visible wavelengths usually only 10 to 20 percent of the total
irradiance is diffuse.

Medical researchers generally agree that sunburn
should be avoided. Staying in tree shade allows
people to be outdoors longer without getting sunburn. For locations such as an area containing a
sandbox at a nursery school, trees that block the
view of most of the sky from that point will provide
good protection. With face, arms, and hands exposed, vitamin D is produced in the skin with only
one-quarter of the UVB that causes sunburn.
Thus, some vitamin D benefit may be achieved in
tree shade.

This paper reviews studies that compare tree influences on UVR to tree influences on the visible and
photosynthetically active radiation (PAR). Trees
greatly reduce both UVB and visible irradiance in
their shade when their shade obscures both the
sun and sky. For example, beneath dense forest
canopies, relative irradiance (Ir = irradiance beneath trees/ irradiance above the tree canopy) for
both UVB and visible radiation may be only 1 or 2
percent. However, measurements of the radiation

For more information see the recorded webcast
from April 2006 on “Tree Canopy and UV Radiation” at http://www.unri.org/webcast/
webcastarchives.shtml, or publications on ultraviolet radiation listed at http://www.fs.fed.us/ne/
syracuse/Pubs/pubs.htm#UV.
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Quarterly Theme
tion at no-cost. Tools and background information
are currently available at: http://www.uvm.edu/
~jmgrove/Morgan/UTC-FOS.html and will soon be
Dunne, Northern Research Station, USDA Forest
migrated to the Northern Research Station’s Urban
Service
Natural Resources Institute (UNRI) website: http://
Over the past two years, cities in the U.S. have be- www.unri.org/
gun to examine how much urban tree canopy
For further information, please contact Morgan
(UTC) cover they have (Existing) and how much
area they have for establishing more (Possible: not Grove, mgrove@fs.fed.us.
water, building, roads, or existing canopy). While
Dear Fellow NESAF Members,
the purpose of these assessments is to identify a
long-term goal, the motivation for establishing UTC Many of you who read the September 2006 issue
goals varies among cities.
of the News Quarterly saw the announcement that
I was resigning my position as Forest Science CoThe primary focus for Baltimore (20% E, 53% P),
ordinator (FSC), effective January 1, 2007. My deAnnapolis (41% E, 37% P), and Pittsburgh’s Nine
cision to step down one year prior to the compleMile Run Watershed (43% E, 36% P) is water qualtion of my second term was difficult; I have very
ity, with Baltimore and Annapolis particularly intermuch enjoyed my service to NESAF. However, as
ested in their connection to the Chesapeake Bay.
an early-career scientist, it is important that I conNew York City’s initial focus is on air quality (24%
tinue to make significant contributions through my
E, 42% P), while Boston is targeting air quality, enresearch and technology transfer. My obligations
ergy conservation, and environmental justice (29%
had become too numerous for me to do my best
E, 41% P). Washington D.C.’s Casey Tree Founjob as FSC at this time.
dation will use its UTC assessment to measure and
establish links between urban canopy and environ- I want to thank you all for your support and enthusiasm. In particular, the members of the Executive
mental and economic benefits.
Committee, Working Group Chairs, and Annual
The initial findings from these assessments are reWinter Meeting Chairs and Program Committees
vealing and perhaps counter-intuitive. Significant
have been excellent partners in my efforts to assist
areas of existing and possible canopy cover occur
NESAF with science use and delivery. I have espeon private lands, in contrast to public rights-of-way
cially enjoyed my collaboration with Brad Wyman
and parks. These private lands are diverse as well,
on the News Quarterly Themes (see http://www.
from residential areas to universities and hospitals.
nesaf.org/science_quarterlythemes.htm) and have
In the case of Baltimore, 18% of all UTC occurs on
been pleased with the positive feedback the artiprivate lands, predominated by residential (7%)
cles have generated.
and exempt-commercial (6%), and public rights-ofway (2%).
As I reflect on the past three years, it is clear that
we have had many successes. The Working
In conducting UTC assessments in collaboration
Groups remain an important mechanism for memwith researchers and staff from the USDA Forest
bers to interact with their professional colleagues,
Service’s Northern Research Station and Northand for member input into Annual Meeting technieastern Area State & Private Forestry, local partcal sessions. I am pleased that we now have nuners have asked to summarize UTC results using
merous active Working Groups whose efforts indifferent Areas of Interest (AOI) and Categories of
clude organizing Annual Meeting technical sesInterest (COI). AOIs have included municipal (city),
sions and field tours, as well as summer field tours.
boroughs and districts, neighborhoods, census
The success of those groups depends principally
block groups, watersheds, and stewardship areas.
on the work of the member-elected Working Group
COIs have included land use classified by Planning
Chairs; I thank them for their work and encourage
Departments; Forest Opportunities defined by
them to continue their efforts (for more information
Parks and Recreation Departments, NGOs, and
on Working Groups, go to http://www.nesaf.org/
other stakeholders; and property ownership classiscience_workinggroups.htm).
fied by municipal property records. To facilitate
these different types of summaries and to autoThe scientific quality of recent Annual Meetings
mate the overall spatial analyses and UTC scehas been excellent, and I appreciate local Program
nario calculations that are adaptable to users’
Committees’ willingness to incorporate Working
needs, we have developed GIS and database tools Group technical sessions. Also, the poster session,
(Continued on page 12)
and documentation that are available for distribu-

Got Canopy? Got Room to Plant
More? - J. Morgan Grove and Jarlath O’Neil-
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News Quarterly Archive — Brad Wyman

(Continued from page 11)

though part of the FSC’s duties, has been handled
locally in recent years with success. This session is
an important part of science delivery at our meetings, and provides a valuable opportunity for anyWhile working with Charlie Thompson on updating one, but especially our graduate student members,
to share recent research findings and information
NESAF history, I found myself perusing the past
about programs available. The Annual Meeting
issues of the News Quarterly. While I was at it, I
made the following list of copies that are not in the Proceedings, begun by my predecessor, was
briefly continued but lost support due to the costlieditor’s archives.
ness of publication. Though I regret that we do not
If you are of the obsessive compulsive persuasion have a more substantial and lasting record of
and have kept past issues of this august journal for meeting content, locally produced handouts of abmany years, you may find yourself in a position to stracts have sufficed.
fill some of these gaps. We would be delighted for
Integrating forest science into the things we do is
any donation you might care to bestow upon the
an important part of NESAF’s mission. I thank you
NESAF. If you have a copy, or copies that are
for allowing me to serve you for the past three
listed here but do not wish to part with them, peryears, and offer my best wishes to the new Forest
haps we can make arrangements for copies.
Science Coordinator. I encourage all of you who
have not previously volunteered to do so; it is an
extremely rewarding experience and an opportunity
News Quarterly
to serve your professional community. In the words
Master Collection Missing Issues
of John F. Kennedy, “One person can make a difference and every person should try.”
Volumes 1 – 19, No 3 (1958)
Best wishes,
Volume 20
Laura Kenefic
Volume 21, Nos 1, 2 & 4 (1960)
Volumes 22 – 31
Volume 33, Nos 3 & 4 (1972)
Volume 43, No 4 (October, 1982)
Join the growing circle of landowners,
Volume 44, Nos 1 (pages 1 & 2 missing), 2, 3 & 4
forest professionals, naturalists, and
outdoor enthusiasts
Volume 45, Nos 1 & 4 (1998)
who read Northern Woodlands.
Volume 50, No 4 (October, 1989)
Could it be that old foresters never die; they just
squirrel away past issues of the News Quarterly?
If so, this article is for them.

If you have copies that you wish to donate, or a
suggestion on how to complete the archive, please
contact me as follows:

Join us in
exploring

Bradford Wyman, Editor
53 Wyman Road
Dummer, NH 03588
(603) 449-6794
abwyman@ncia.net
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technical reports, but highlight the commitment and
skill of contributing researchers. Selected studies
include a focus on the Petawawa Research Forest
of Chalk River, Ontario, which was established in
1918 to address the need for sound growth and
There has been much discussion recently about
yield data for use in silvicultural projections; a perenvironmental fluctuations caused by natural and
manent plot established in the Pacific Northwest by
anthropogenic disturbance in forest ecosystems.
Thornton T. Munger in 1910 in accord with his recThis debate has been informed by contributions
from many disciplines including insights gleaned by ognition of the importance of long-term field obserthe synthesis of historic and current research con- vations; and a study aimed at understanding soil
change through rates and processes of industrial
ducted within the fields of ecology and forestry.
wood production and the effect of air pollution on
soil acidification, at the Calhoun Experimental Forest of South Carolina.

Global Institute of Sustainable Forestry
Issues Publication on Long term Research

West Virginia Research plot, 1949. USFS
Long-term study sites provide a medium for the
analysis of many variables, at both the stand, landscape and regional levels. Encompassing decades
of data, these studies serve as a powerful tool in
the scientific analysis of forest management activities, natural disturbance regimes, and varied successional pathways. Research findings from longterm studies can influence management decisions
at many levels, as well as help assess emerging
concerns such as carbon sequestration and global
climate change. Yet without financial or physical
security to guarantee the continuation of such studies, valuable findings and datasets are threatened.

Thornton T Munger remeasuring a Pacific Northwest permanent plot in the 1920’s. USFS

Long-term studies of ecosystem response to
change can provide valuable information for adaptive management as well as forecasting the influences of time. Further, established studies allow
for assessing emerging issues, either through rich
data sets or data correlation with environmental
change. Drawing on insights from many regions of
North America, this publication should appeal to
current researchers as well as students, industry
professionals, on-the ground practitioners, or anyIn an effort to link, maintain, and promote ongoing one else interested in forest function, structure, and
change over time. Long-term Silvicultural and Ecolong-term studies, the Global Institute of Sustainlogical Studies is the Institute’s first attempt to asable Forestry has released a volume titled Longterm Silvicultural & Ecological Studies. Showcas- semble a sample of the many studies focusing on
long-term research, and drawing attention to the
ing over 30 papers from across the United States
and Canada, this publication is an effort to not only challenges and needs associated with research
revitalize the commitment and interest in long-term spanning many decades. Additional volumes addressing this subject are in the planning stage.
research, but also distill and disseminate the results from many years of field work.
Irland, L.C., A.E. Camp, J.C. Brissette and Z.R.
Papers featured in this edition are largely essays
reviewing lines of work rather than specialized

Donohew. Eds. 2006. Long-term Silvicultural &
Ecological Studies. Yale University. GISF Research Paper: 005. 245 pp.
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CYCLES IN FORESTRY
New England Society of American Foresters
th

87 Winter Meeting

With the Northeast Forest Pest Council
March 20 - 23, 2007
Lake Morey Resort, Fairlee, VT 05045
Tuesday, March 20, 2007
1:00 – 5:00 PM
1:00 – 5:00 PM

NESAF Executive Committee Meeting
Northeast Forest Pest Council Meeting, Day 1

1:05-1:35pm: Welcome- (Scott Pfister, NEFPC Chairperson)
1:35-3:00 Canadian and USA Forest Health Updates by State and ProvinceModerator: Margaret Miller-Weeks, Forest Pathologist, USDA Forest Service
3:00-3:15 Break
3:15-5:00
Gerald N. Lanier Graduate Student Forum- graduate level research regarding Forest Health.
Moderator: Bill Livingston, Forest Pathologist, University of Maine at Orono
Wednesday, March 21, 2007
8:00 – 5:00
8:00 – 9:45

NESAF Registration – Lobby
Northeast Forest Pest Council Meeting, Continued:
Canadian and USA Forest Health Updates by State and Province
Moderator: Margaret Miller-Weeks, Forest Pathologist, USDA Forest Service

GENERAL SESSION
10:00 Welcome –

George Frame, Chair NESAF
Dan Kilborn, Chair GMSAF

10:30 First Keynote Address
“Seeing the Forest and the Trees: Efficient Allocation of Resources”
Joshua Farley, Gund Institute of Ecological Economics, University of Vermont
11:20 Second Keynote Address
“Another Look from Sanderson’s Farm: A Perspective on Harvard Forest,
New England History, and the Conservation of Land”
Brian Donahue, Environmental Studies Program, Brandeis University

Please note:
This meeting is being held at the Lake Morey Resort in Fairlee, VT, a location near White River Junction, more central to
New England and a shorter drive for most of the region.
Stick around, and take advantage of the activities on the program outside of the formal sessions. In addition to NESAF traditions like the quiz bowl and the alumni socials, some of our members, exhibitors, and other colleagues will be offering
demonstrations and workshops of interest. A local storyteller will be entertaining us Wednesday evening.
The Lake Morey Resort also has many facilities available, like ice skating (including a Nordic skating track), ice fishing,
and access to a network of trails for snowmobiling, cross-country skiing, and hiking.
The resort has some skates and skis on hand, but you may want to bring your own. Also, bring your instrument for the music jam (all abilities welcome), your snowshoes for the tracking workshop, and your running shoes.
For more information, visit the Lake Morey web site, www.lakemoreyresort.com, or call the resort at 1-800-423-1211.
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12:00

Buffet Lunch and NESAF Business Meeting

2:00 – 2:15

Break and Exhibits/Posters – Morey Room

2:15 - 3:45

CONCURRENT SESSIONS A

Technical Session 1: Community-based Approaches to Forest Management – Terrace Ballroom
Moderator: David Kittredge, Professor and Extension Forester, UMass-Amherst
George Weir, Consulting forester. Woodland Owners
Jad Daley, Northern Forest Alliance, Vermont Town Forest Project.
Patricia Ayres Crawford, Selectboard, West Fairlee.
Technical Session 2: Environmental Literacy for students and teachers – Lakeside Room
Moderator: Susan Cox, Natural Resource Conservation Education Program, USDA FS-Durham Field Office
Forests for Every Classroom, Christina Marts, NPS, Marsh Billings Rockefeller NHP, Woodstock, VT
“Arbor Day Programs in Vermont”, Gary Salmon, VT FPR
“No Child Left Inside”, Diane Joy, CT DEP
Project Learning Tree; Esther Cowles, NH PLT Coordinator

Technical Session 3: Open Forum: Future Challenges for Foresters - The Final Plan
Ken Laustsen (Waterlot Room)

Technical Session 4: Northeastern Forest Pest Council - Theater
Hardwood defoliation is everywhere, what are the effects on tree health?
What could we possibly do about it?
Moderator: Sandy Wilmot, Forest Health Specialist, Vermont Dept. of Forests, Parks and Recreation
1. Deluged By Defoliators: The Status Of Caterpillars And Other Hardwood Foliage Pests
Barbara Burns, Forester, Forest Resource Protection Vermont Dept. of Forests, Parks, and Recreation
2. Assessing the Effects of Insect Defoliation in the Northeast Using Forest Inventory Data
Randall Morin, Research Forester, USDA Forest Service, Northern Research Station
3. Significance of Forest Tent Caterpillar Outbreaks to Forest Owners, Studies in Northern New York State
Douglas C. Allen, Forest Entomologist and Distinguished Professor Emeritus
3:45 – 4:00

Break and Exhibits/Posters – Morey Room

4:00 – 5:30

CONCURRENT SESSIONS B

Technical Session 5: TIMO's - Status in New England – Terrace Ballroom
Moderator: Richard G. Carbonetti ACF CF, VP Timberland LandVest, Inc.
The make-up, structure and goals of TIMO funds; Principal in Timbervest, an Atlanta based TIMO.
TIMO Operations and Silviculture; Matthew W Sampson, NE Regional Director of The Forestland Group
Timberland Management from an International Perspective; Bret Vicary, The Sewall Company, Maine
Technical Session 6: Environmental Literacy for Citizens – Lakeside Room
Moderator: Ed O’Leary, VT Community College, VT Dept. Forests, Parks and Recreation
Paul Dolan, Rhode Island DEM
Danielle Fitzko VT Urban & Community Forestry Program
Third Speaker TBA
Technical Session 7: Traditional Ecological Knowledge Workshop – Waterlot Room
The professional and public relations tool in the woods:
Defining and studying traditional ecological knowledge; Dr. Katharine Anderson, University of Vermont
Practical applications of traditional ecological knowledge to forest management; Dr. Marla R. Emery, U.S. Forest
Service, Northern Research Station
Hands-on activities with basswood , paper birch, and northern white cedar
Technical Session 8: Northeastern Forest Pest Council: Significant Regional Forest Pest Issues - Theater
Moderator: Dennis Souto, Entomologist, US Forest Service, NA, S&PF
1. Firewood as a Major Vector of Exotic Forest Pests - Craig Kellogg, USDA/APHIS/PPQ - EAB Cooperative Project
2. Sirex noctilio, the European Wood Wasp - Kevin Dodds, Entomologist, US Forest Service, NA, S&PF
3. The Genetic Origin of Hemlock Woolly Adelgid in the Eastern United States, - Nathan Havill, Yale University
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5:30 – 6:30

Theater:

Morey Room:

Student Quiz Bowl /
Woodcraft and Technology Demos / Posters and Exhibits

Steamboat Lounge Ice Breaker
6:00 – 8:30

Dinner

8:30 – 9:30

Entertainment: Adam Boyce – Yankee Humor and Storytelling – Steamboat Lounge

Cash Buffet in the dining room or on your own

Thursday, March 22, 2007
7:00

Registration – Lobby
Continental Breakfast – Morey Room

GENERAL SESSION
8:30 – 10:00

Stand Dynamics and Silviculture in New England
Chad Oliver, Yale University

10:00 – 10:30

Break / Exhibits / Posters - Morey Room

10:30 – 12:00 CONCURRENT SESSIONS C
Technical Session 9: New England Silviculture: History and Traditions – Terrace Ballroom
Moderator: Mark Ducey, University of New Hampshire
Mark Ashton, Yale University. “European Traditions, American Interpretations: Oak Silviculture in New England.”
Bill Leak, USDA Forest Service. “Northern Hardwood Silviculture: What We “Knew” Then, What We Know Now.”
Speaker #3 TBA.
Technical Session 10: Decision Making in a World of Imperfect Information – Lakeside Room
Moderator: Don Dennis, US Forest Service
Forestry Consulting – David Daut, Fountain Forestry
Wood Products Industry – Lloyd Irland, The Irland Group
Public Forests – Don Dennis, US Forest Service
Technical Session 11: Resource Measurements – GIS and LIDAR – Theater
Moderator: Spencer Meyer
Remote Sensing in Forestry: past, present, and future, Steve Sader
Mapping Drainage and Wet Areas for Maine’s Forest Landowners, Will Mitchell
Forest Landscape Data Portal, Spencer Meyer, Maine CFRU
Technical Session 12: Vermont Wilderness: An Update on Planning and Management Issues – Waterlot Room
Moderator: Jim Harding, Green Mountain College
Greg Wright, Recreation Planner, Green Mountain and Finger Lakes National Forest
Melissa Reichert, Planner, Green Mountain and Finger Lakes National Forest
12:00 – 2:00

NESAF Awards Luncheon

2:00

CONCURRENT SESSIONS D

Technical Session 13: The Cutting Edge: Current Silviculture Research in New England. – Terrace Ballroom
Moderator: Mark Ducey, University of New Hampshire
Bob Wagner, University of Maine. “Expanding-Gap Silviculture in the Acadian Forest.”
Bill Keeton, University of Vermont. “Structure and Silviculture in Northern Hardwoods.”
Mary Ann Fajvan, US Forest Service “Thinning hemlock stands to mitigate the effects of hemlock woolly adelgid.”
Technical Session 14: Butternut Canker – Lakeside Room
Moderator: Dale Bergdahl, Professor Emeritus, University of Vermont
2:00 Kurt Gottschalk – Evaluation of the distribution of the butternut resource in the United States
2:30 Dale Bergdahl – Butternut canker disease and its impact on the health of butternut in Vermont
3:00 Jane Cummings-Carlson – Butternut canker in Wisconsin: History, impact and management
3:30 Paula Pijut – Tissue culture and vegetative propagation of butternut
4:00 Dale Bergdahl (or Shari Halik if available) – Insects and their association with butternut canker disease
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Technical Session 15: Resource Measurements – GIS and LIDAR – Theater
Moderator: Spencer Meyer, Maine CFRU
Have it Your Way – FIA/FHM Data Retrieval and Analysis, Ken Laustsen, Maine Forest Service
Forest Inventories for Conservation Objectives, Andy Cutko, Forestry Program Officer, NatureServe
Using FIA as a GIS tool, Randy Morin, US Forest Service
Technical Session 16: Action and Reaction: Planning and managing Public Lands for ATV use – Waterlot Room
Moderator: Jim Harding, Green Mountain College
Michael Bernhardt, Former Chair of Vermont Governor’s Task Force on ATV’s
Brian Bronson, ATV coordinator for Maine
Discussion
3:30 – 5:00

Poster Session With Authors present/ View Exhibits
Photo Contest awards announced.

5:00 – 6:00

Mammal Tracks: an Outdoor Workshop with Lynn Levine, consulting forester, educator, and book
author – Meeting place to be announced
Log Drives on the Connecticut River: a Slide Show by Bill Gove, retired forester, historian, and book

5:30 – 7:30

Alumni Socials

6:00 – 8:30

Dinner

8:00 – until

Traditional music jam session – Steamboat Lounge – bring your instrument(s)

7:00 – 9:00

Hockey Game – Hartford (VT) Municipal Arena – directions available at the meeting

Cash Buffet in the dining room or on your own
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This meeting has been certified for attendees to receive continuing education credits in the amounts listed for
each day. Forms to certify attendance and credit will be available at the meeting.
Tuesday, March 20, 2007: 3.5 hours (NEFPC session)
Wednesday, March 21, 2007: 4.5 hours
Thursday,
March 22, 2007: 5.0 hours
Friday,
March 23, 2007: 1.5 hours
Total
14.5 hours

Friday, March 23, 2007
7:00 Registration and Continental Breakfast

FIELD TRIPS and WORKSHOPS
8:30 – 12:00
Field trips will convene in meeting rooms for 20 to 40 minutes for indoor presentations, then organize
carpools and proceed to field sites. BYO hardhat and safety equipment.
Field Trip 1:
Field Trip 2:
Field Trip 3:
Field Trip 4:
Field Trip 5:
Workshop 1:
Workshop 2:

Butternut Canker – Dale Bergdahl (no indoor session on Friday)
Maple Sugaring – Mike Snyder
Hartford (VT) High School Wood-heat system – Paul Frederick, VT Marketing and Utilization
Forester, VT Forests, Parks, and Recreation
Utilization: Hardwood Furniture Manufacturing in the Upper Valley
(The tours will require safety glasses, so bring them if you can.)
Local Silvicultural Operations – Karen Bennett and Mark Ducey
GIS Technology and Data for Drainage Modeling and Forestry Decision Support – Innovations and
Applications - Will Mitchell and Mark Castonguay
Keeping America's Private Working Forests on the Landscape: Actions for the 2007 Farm Bill Bill Samal.
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DIVISION NEWS
MAINE - Marc Johnson
It is with a tremendous sense of loss that we publish Marc’s final contribution to the News Quarterly.
He first appeared at this post in January of 1999 and has been a cheerful, conscientious correspondent and a friend. During the last quarter, when he was too sick to travel, Marc recruited Tony
Filauro to submit this material. In April Tony will appear as Maine correspondent. Marc’s obituary
appears elsewhere in this issue.—Ed
On October 10th, 227 members of the Maine Division attended the fall meeting at the University of
Maine. The theme of the meeting was
“Tomorrow’s Forest: Challenges and Opportunities
Facing Maine’s Foresters”. The diverse program
focused on: technological changes that have improved forest management; the expanded use of
conservation easements, and the ‘nut-and-bolts’
and advantages and disadvantages of wood supply
agreements.

the Cooperative Forestry Research Unit at the University of Maine and Mike Saunders, Forest Biometrician with the CFRU, concerning development
of a harvest classification system to interpret the
condition of residual stands following the completion of a partial harvest.

The classification system is the culmination of efforts by several SAF members to classify forest
conditions following a partial harvest and organize
the forest criteria into a matrix that classifies the
condition of the residual stand. The presentation
Business Meeting
At the business meeting several SAF members
by Dr. Wagner and Mike Saunders was a refinewere recognized for their long standing within the
ment of initial efforts to develop a classification sysorganization: George Carlisle, Fellow, joined SAF tem that was the focus of the spring meeting. The
in 1936 and has been a member for 70 years; John revised classification system needs some additional refinement but is near completion.
Sinclair and Everett L. Towle, both are Fellows,
joined SAF in 1956 and have been members for 50
Following a discussion by the membership conyears; Bruce Brockway joined in 1966 and celecerning the partial harvest classification system,
brates 40 years as a member. In addition, several
the remainder of the meeting focused on the main
30 year members were recognized: Alan Hunter,
theme of the meeting: challengers and opportuniDouglas C. Jones, Perry Lamb, David Lieser,
ties facing Maine’s foresters.
John K. Lutz, Dr. Steven A. Sader and Dr.
Robert S. Seymour (Bob concluded his chairman- Dave Edson, Executive Vice President with J.W.
ship of MESAF at this meeting). Congratulations to Sewall Co. summarized changes in the areas of
them all for their dedication and commitment to the forest inventory and appraisal. Michael Jurgiewich,
Society
Operations Forester with Wagner Forest Management and Lance Case, IT/GIS Support Specialist
with Huber Resources Corp. discussed the uses of
GPS in harvest operations and the IT/GIS tools
used in forest management.
Jake Metzler, Large-Scale Easement Steward with
the Forest Society of Maine, gave an overview of
conservation easements and the extent of their application in Maine. Marcia McKeague, President
of Katahdin Forest Management, discussed two
easements that govern development and management of her company’s lands. Alan Hutchinson,
1 "! 2 3
3
3 "
0
Pro- Executive Director with the Forest Society of
Maine, discussed the varied aspects of forest
gram Meeting
easements, with reference to easements in which
The program portion of the meeting opened with a the Society has been involved.
presentation by Dr. Robert Wagner, Director of
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Jim Runyan, Northeast Group Manager with Georgia Pacific Corp, Tony Lyons, with New Page Corp.
and George Motta, with Scientific Forest Technologies, discussed the purpose of wood supply
agreements, their advantages and disadvantages,
and their implementation from the perspective of a
mill manager or forest land owner.

day October 14. The objective of the expo is to
demonstrate the significance of Maine’s forestlands
to the economic well-being of the state and a quality of life that is enhanced by accessibility to the
woodlands of Maine.

The expo showcased forest management organizations in the state, several of the educational and
Ken Laustsen, Biometrician with the Maine Forest research programs at the University of Maine, recService and Chair of the New England SAF, rereational opportunities available in the state and
viewed the status of a white paper on Future Chal- the efforts of organizations to conserve the forest
lenges for Foresters. The white paper is the effort resources of Maine. Fifty-eight organizations exof the New England and New York State Chapters hibited at the expo, including the Maine Division of
of the SAF and focuses on the changing forest en- the SAF.
vironment in the northeast and challenges that will
The attending public appreciated the many exhibface forestry professionals between now and the
its, demonstrations and presentations offered at
year 2020.
the expo. A second expo is being considered for
All the presentations were interesting, informative
2007.
and thought provoking. The program was well received by the membership and generated considerable discussion among the members.
All Things Wood
The Maine Tree Foundation, the University of
Maine, SWOAM, and the Maine Department of
Conservation sponsored the “All Things Wood”
expo at the Expo Center in Portland, ME on Satur-

GRANITE STATE - Jon Nute
We have it on good authority that correspondent
Jon Nute was laid up this past quarter.—Ed

L.E. Caldwell Company

Serving clients with quality, quantitative
analyses to help them meet their goals.
• Timberland Acquisition & Disposition Due Diligence
• Forest Valuation & Investment Analysis
• Sample Design & Forest Inventory Processing
• Timber Supply & Harvest Planning Models
• Growth &Yield Analysis
• Data Reformatting & Database Programming
• Tall Timber© Inventory Volume Processor & Reporter
431 General Turner Hill Road | Turner, Maine 04282
ph. 207.225.3955 or 207.377.3956 | lec@megalink.net

Pretty lame, eh?
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GREEN MOUNTAIN - Ray Toolan
have Vocational Technical students construct skidder bridges which would then be rented out to loggers. There has been a fair bit of information and
conversation going back and forth between
LCNRCD and the folks at the Clean and Clear Initiative as well as Marketing and Utilization.

Russell Reay reported on the proposed new chipburning power plant in the Rutland area. The business is Access Energy of Rutland (formerly Catamount Energy) and the proposed location is the
town of Ludlow, not Rutland as previously thought.
These folks were involved in the planning of the
Ryegate Station which is currently in operation.
From Ed O’Leary comes an item about Beech
Bark Disease. This disease has been receiving a
lot of attention this last year in Vermont in large
part due to the importance to a number of animal
species that eat beech nuts. One workshop in particular, held in Vermont, featured Beech bark Disease experts Dr David Houston and Dr William
Ostrofsky. I was reminded of this item just yesterday while in the process of gathering some inventory data on a town forest. My cruise crossed the
path of a herd of turkeys who were busily scratching in the duff for beechnuts.
Except for a few isolated patches of snow here and
there the woods are bare and the ground is still
very soft. Wood markets also appear to be somewhat soft which suggest we may have another
tough winter for loggers.

The Vermont Agency of Natural Resources has a
new secretary recently appointed by Governor
Douglas. George Crombie will be officially taking
over in January 2007.
Brian Stone, Chief of Forest Management, for the
state Department of Forests, Parks and recreation
has retired. Jim White, Bennington County Forester
has also retired and Nate Fice who had been Rutland County Forester transferred into Bennington.
While on the topic of retirements, Bob Burt of the
Green Mountain national Forest is retiring as of the
end of 2006. Bob has been and continues to be a
strong supporting member of SAF.
The Green Mountain Division will be hosting a
“Legislative Breakfast” on February 2. There are a
lot of new legislators this year and it is important to
let them know who we are and what we do.
That’s it from Vermont for this quarter.

Recently the Lamoille County Natural Resources
Conservation District has been exploring ways to

MASSACHUSETTS - Anne Marie Kittredge
Mount Wachusett Community College (MWCC)
of Gardner, has commissioned the world’s first
completely integrated small modular downdraft
CHP biomass gasifier. In cooperation with Community Power Corporation, Littleton Colorado,
MWCC started and operated the 50kW unit on December 14, 2006. MWCC operates this system including the engine and generator with their own
clean producer gas and will begin to generate electricity later in December 2006 after the system has
been reviewed by the local utility company. During
the next 12 months, MWCC will collect data relative to the system’s gasification technology. MWCC
seeks collaborative research partners who are also
interested in fuel conditioning, differing feedstock,
prime movers and efficiency analysis. For more information contact: RRizzo@mwcc.mass.edu or
see www.mwcc.mass.edu/renewable.

as updates on the following programs: Chapter 61
revisions, actions being taken on the “Call to Action”, Chapter 61 – “Green Certification” project,
Stewardship and Forest Viability Programs, Partnerships among Land Trusts and Foresters, Wildlands and Woodlands initiative and Westfield River
Woodlands Council, web sites, brochures, FSC
certification, and incentive programs (Forest Stewardship Plans, tax credit for management plans, Ch
61 amendments), and other regulations.

The Massachusetts Chapter of the Nature Conservancy (TNC) funds partnership: TNC implemented a regional landscape partnership in the
Westfield River Highlands area of western Massachusetts, as a part of TNC’s continuing efforts in
this region. This new partnership will serve as
the implementation of the “Woodlands Council concept” outlined in Harvard Forest’s Wildlands and
Woodlands model. This coalition of private landForest Forum VI: November 8, 2006 owners, public agencies and not-for-profit organiPetersham – Topics covered included: Conflicts
with forestry operations – case studies; Groups de- zations represents a variety of interests including
veloped actions to support working forests; as well forestry, conservation, watershed protection,
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hunting, fishing, recreation and spiritual, cultural,
historic and business interests. The partnership’s
goal includes the maintenance of sustainable forest
landscapes including both forest reserves and
working woodlands. Conservation efforts such as
this are essential in this landscape where more
than 40 acres of Massachusetts forest are developed each day.
Massachusetts Sustainable Forest Bioenergy
Initiative - kicked of December 1, 2006 at DCR’s
Quabbin Visitor Center, Belchertown MA.

for state-owned properties. Private forestland owners may base forest management decisions on information within the document. http://www.mass.
gov/envir/forest/
The Taconic Mountain & Marble Valley Forest
Management Zone Plan: The Division of Fisheries
& Wildlife drafted this FMZ plan which will guide
resource management on DFW land. The FMZ
plan is scheduled to be posted November 1. http://
www.mass.gov/envir/forest/

A list of Continuing Forestry Education (CFE) opportunities and other continuing educational activiThe completed “Landscape Assessment and
ties are compiled at: http://forest.fnr.umass.edu/
Forest Management Framework: Berkshire Ecoforesterlicense/texts/upcoming.htm
regions” is complete and was designed to help
guide the development of land management plans

CONNECTICUT - William Bentley
As a follow-up to “Reflections on the Connecticut
Forest Practices Act,” which the Chapter organized
and co-sponsored, State Forester Don Smith has
appointed an ad hoc subcommittee of the Forest
Practices Advisory Committee. The Subcommittee
is chaired by Adam Moore, Executive Director of
the Connecticut Forest and Parks Association and
a long time SAF member. Other people on the subcommittee include Jan Nichols, the 2007 CT SAF
chair, and SAF members John Hibbard, Mike
Bartlett, Dan Donahue, Stephen Broderick, Bill
Bentley, Joe Voboril. Other members include
representatives of utility companies and environmental organizations.
The subcommittee has met once and reinforced
their commitment to the areas of agreement expressed at the September 12 meeting. Over the
course of 2007, the group hopes to send a set of
recommendations to the State Forester, Commissioner of DEP, and the state legislature.
The Connecticut Forestlands Council held the “The
Connecticut Forest Research Forum: From Laboratory to Field” on September 28, 2006 in West Hartford. The forum was hosted by the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station and UConn-West
Hartford and was sponsored in part by the Society
of American Foresters (New England, Yankee, and
Connecticut). Over 180 foresters and other natural
resources professionals heard talks from twenty
speakers. Lloyd Irland, Yale University, was the
keynote speaker and discussed the importance of
long-term research. Practical talks on forest management, threats, and social issues were presented by speakers from The Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, University of Connecticut,

SUNY-ESF, Yale University, Connecticut DEP, The
Nature Conservancy, Audubon Connecticut,
and Ferrucci & Walicki, LLC. Attendees own or
manage at least 586,830 acres of forest in Connecticut – about 32% of the total forest area. Other
attendees included town officials, government and
university researchers, and lobbyists. Planning
has already begun for another forum in the fall of
2007.
The Second Connecticut Forest Forum was held in
Granby CT on November 14. Over 120 people attended, representing a wide variety of professional
and citizen interests in Connecticut’s forests. The
Forum began with presentation of a white paper on
Forest Fragmentation in the state. State Senator
Andrew Roraback, Goshen, spoke on how we can
have both open space and orderly development.
His talk was followed by a panel of three town planners, with Perry Hagenstein as the moderator.
They presented case studies of several success
stories in Connecticut.
Afternoon sessions included presentations of the
recent state-wide wildlife and recreation plans, two
perspectives on education and outreach by that
committee of the CT Forestlands Council (CFC), a
report on urban forestry in the state, a workshop for
town planners and land trusts, and a joint discussion by the Council’s Research and Forest Health
Committees. The CFC had a poster presentation
that told the audience about its current activities
and the work of each of its seven committees.
Anyone interested in obtaining a copy of the Forest
Fragmentation White Paper or the Proceedings
from the 2005 Forum should contact Bill Bentley,
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the 2006 CT chapter chair, at billbentley@cox.net.

Connwood Foresters, Inc. seeks a full and/or parttime Forester to service Connwood’s clients in
Other News
southern New England (Connwoodforesters.com).
The CFC is establishing a website to assist CT forPlease send an email of interest and resume to
est landowners in obtaining information and serDave@connwoodforesters.com
vices. More information will be in the next newsletter, but people interested in the activities of CFC
are invited to look it up on the web in early 2007.
Hull Forest Products has recently hired Jesse
Studley of Eastford, CT to join their forestry staff.
Jesse holds a MF from the University of Maine.

$
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RHODE ISLAND - Gregg Cassidy
Celebrating the First 100 Years of Forestry in RI
The Department of Environmental Management held
an open house on October 14th and 15th, for the
public to climb the fire tower at the Division of Forest
Environment's Chopmist Headquarters in North Scituate. The tower stands 85 feet tall, well above the
surrounding forest canopy, offering observers a 360degree view of the fall foliage and views (on clear
days) to Narragansett Bay. During the event forestry
personnel were on hand to explain how staff detects
forest fires and coordinate fire suppression efforts.
Walk in the Forest
The Rhode Island Chapter of the Society of American Foresters held its 14th annual "Walk in the Forest" on October 3rd at Arcadia management Area in
Exeter, RI to teach people about the many benefits
of healthy forests, and about how foresters care for
them. Due to the popularity of the event, and as part
of the state's year-long forestry centennial celebration, a second walk was held on October 7th.
Forest Art Exhibit
An exhibit featuring, "Forests and People: Partners
Through Time," the photography of Sal Mancini,
and an exhibit of art by selected Rhode Island artists
created from wood harvested from the forests of the
state was held November 15th at the Atrium Gallery
at the RI Department of Administration at One Capitol Hill in Providence.
The event, which included a short discussion highlighting the amenities and benefits of Rhode Island's
working forest, was cosponsored by DEM's Division
of Forest Environment, The Nature Conservancy,
the Southern New England Forest Consortium, and
the RI Resource Conservation and Development
Area. Additional partners participating in the centennial event include Ocean Woodturners and the
Woodworkers Guild of Rhode Island.
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PLEASE
PRINT
JAMES W SEWALL
AD IN THIS
SPACE

NE SAF AFFAIRS
Chair’s Column — George Frame

Councilor Report — Leo Laferriere

This is my first essay for the News Quarterly and I
must say I looked forward to the task. Knowingly
or not, you, the members of the New England Society of American Foresters, elected me to this position two years ago and for that I thank you.

Some of the items addressed at Council’s December meeting:

Membership & Marketing: In January, SAF will begin to conduct focus groups which will be essential
to building an all-member survey. The information
will guide how we use current resources and proI recently had the great opportunity to meet with,
walk with, and talk with a well-known Tree Farmer grams. Proposals for changes regarding memberat his Farmington N.H. Tree Farm. He is a very
ship categories will be addressed with the memberintelligent, self-made expert on the environment.
ship very soon – Council will have that on the
He has a particular love for white pine, and through March meeting agenda.
a great deal of labor and patience he has develWorking Groups: White Papers: Development of
oped what he calls his ‘pinery’. This landowner is
these papers is a relatively new action for SAF.
an active 81 years old and he feels he has reached
There was concern that policy/position statements
the stage of his life most like a tree in a climax forwere being included, and that, in so doing, the poest. He says that like that tree, he is now favored
sition statement development process was being
by the same environment that he worked so hard
bypassed. White papers are intended to be inforto create.
mative as to facts, but not as to position.
Are foresters a species that will be favored by the
Finance & Budget: We approved a $3.3 million
environment they have labored to create? Cerbudget, with an intended net operating revenue of
tainly, we are laboring to create an environment
$79,000. Included in the budget is $30,000 for Forwithin which we can practice the science and art of
esters’ Fund grants. However, no funds were
forestry. An environment where the profession is
budgeted for the Leadership Academy – the rearecognized for its stewardship of the nation’s reson being that this function results in a $15-20,000
sources, and where we, as members of that proloss to SAF. It takes 80 – 90 participants to break
fession, are respected and sought out for the
even, and attendance has been below that level.
knowledge and wisdom we have acquired. A cliReports from participants are very good and the
max forest is at equilibrium; the main species has
program is a real success except financially. Preworked to provide the ideal conditions where it can
sent thinking is to offer it in 2008, but more needs
continue itself and only significant changes can upto be done regarding how to achieve this success
set the balance. But upset it they will!
in a more financially viable manner.
This may be a time of significant change for forestWe adopted guidelines for management and distriers and forestry in New England. But it’s not a time
bution of funds from The Mollie Beattie Endowment
to be fearful, and neither is it a time to be complaFund for Diversity. Established at SAF by her
cent. The coming changes are real; they are hovfriends and colleagues, the purpose of the Fund is
ering near our horizon; they can’t be avoided, and
to enhance diversity in the natural resource professeeing them coming should help us survive them
sions by encouraging young people – especially
by allowing us time to adjust and modify within this
women and minorities – to enter and become acenvironment we have helped create.
tive in these professions. Also, it is meant to enWe need to listen to the full constituency of those
courage a welcoming and supportive atmosphere
who feel their lives are enriched by the natural
within SAF for those who wish to participate in the
world. We need to be open to the opportunities
profession .
that promote the profession of forestry which may
Name Change: Following up on the recent article in
be hidden within these coming changes. We will all
The Forestry Source, a presentation was made in
need to be active participants so that these
support of this proposal. While the article referchanges happen with us, not to us and certainly,
enced the American Society of Forestry, the prenot without us.
senters felt the Society of American Forestry was
(Continued on page 24)
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(Continued from page 23)

more appropriate. Subsequent discussion indicated that there are strong feelings on both sides –
change/no change – and that more feedback was
needed from the membership, perhaps in part
through the above-referenced focus groups. Council took no action, but did encourage more research
on the subject.

and nonprofit organizations in his area. These exemplify broad visions regarding young people and
the community, and are excellent professional perspectives by Peter and Brad.
Further on high notes: Recognized by his peers as
a fine leader, congratulations to New York’s Craig
Vollmer on his election as Chair of SAF’s House of
Society Delegates! Great choice by the delegates,
and a strong vote of confidence for Craig.

Unit Assessment: An activities analysis questionnaire will soon be sent to all chapter, division, and
Leo Laferriere
state society chairs. This is done to help SAF identify the extent and nature of local unit activities.
District VI Council representative

Ethics Committee Process Standards: I have been
advocating for stronger controls, guidelines and
oversight regarding how ethics charges are procNESAF Election Tally 2006
essed. In response, Council has changed the By11/21/2006
laws. More is needed and I will continue to work
with the Ethics Committee to develop process stanNE Vice-Chair Lemin
241
dards for consideration and approval by Council.
Write-In (Redelsheimer)
1
Fellow Nominations: Council “raised the bar” regarding qualification. The goal of the Society is to MA Rep
Stone
30
recognize approximately five percent of its memWrite-In
0
bers with this honor. This is a goal, not a fixed
number, and has caused much discussion regardVT Rep
O'Leary
26
ing its appropriateness and applicability. NationToolan
25
ally, the number of Fellows exceeds five percent of
the membership. With the goal in mind, but not
ME Rep
Meyer
61
viewed as specific limit, a Council committee proSaunders
43
posed that nomination instructions be changed to
read “The District Fellows Committee shall forward
Total Ballots Cast
255
all nomination packets it recommends as best
qualified, from among those candidates it finds
Tellers Committee
qualified, to the respective Council memGeorge
Frame, NESAF Chair-elect
ber..,” (change underlined). The motion passed,
Robert Hardy, NH Div of Forest & Lands
with my vote being the sole opposition. I and others have a problem with the five percent goal beRichard Johnston, Granite State Div. SAF
coming a potentially unfair limit, and with passage
Ginny Cristenton, NH Tree Farm Executive
of this motion it has become just that. Now the
Committee
nominating committee must select the best of
those qualified, the implication being that qualification is only the beginning of some kind of competition. My sense is a nominee is either qualified or
not, and if qualified should be elected. If limits are
desired, but are exceeded, then raise the standards for qualification but do not pit qualified members against one another.

Publication Calendar
Issue

On a high note, Council accepted all Fellow nominees. Congratulations to new Fellows Peter Smallidge in New York and Brad Wyman in New Hampshire! These folks are good solid leaders. As partial examples of multiple achievements: reaching
out to youth, Peter just started an SAF student
chapter at Cornell University; Brad works with civic
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January

December 22

January 15
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March 22

April 15
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May 22

June 15

October

September 22

October 15

Outgoing Chair Report – K. M. Laustsen

Policy Update — Pete Howland

It has been a wonderfully challenging two years as
your chair and the many accomplishments
achieved are the result of efforts of executive committee members and others, who care for our profession. I feel good about stepping down to become past chair and I do plan on continuing an active role with the EC. George Frame is already
scheming for suitable projects to sic me on. I absolutely want to thank all of you for the support provided to me in representing the NESAF members
over the last few years.

The NESAF Executive Board met on December 6,
2006, and acted on the following policy issues.

Back at the 2005 Winter Meeting in Portland, Max
McCormack button-holed me with a list of concerns
that he felt I should personally address during my
term, and they included the following with the resultant action

It was decided to let the “Total Minimum Daily
Load”(TMDL) policy statement run out as of December 6, 2006, as it hasn’t been an issue for
sometime. If it becomes an issue again in the near
future the board will re-instate the former policy
statement.
The “Local Regulation of Forest Practices” was reinstated as it was drafted in 2001. Thus, it will be in
place until December 6, 2011.

The “Wilderness Designation in New England” received a great deal of comment. It was decided not
to drop or re-instate at this time. We decided to
look at the process involved in coming up with a
Wilderness designation and come up with an upA better process for retaining nominations and
date at a future date. It was felt that Congress had
then recognizing members who are honored with a
circumvented the spirit of the process by passing
NESAF annual awards - Anne Marie Kittredge has
the wilderness act for the White Mtn. and Green
been the awards chair for the last two years and
Mtn. National Forests, just prior to the elections this
has keep an file of active nominations and has profall, when in fact the Green Mtn. Forest Plan was
vided the opportunity for nominators to refresh and
still in the comment stage and not yet agreed to by
resubmit in the following year. Starting last year I
all parties involved.
invited all award winners, newly elected Fellows,
and new Golden Members to attend the Awards
Lastly, we are working on a “Climate Change” polBanquet, with NESAF picking up the cost of that
icy statement, to be discussed in the up coming
meal. I intend to repeat that offer for this year’s
months. If anyone has comments or thoughts on
winter meeting.
this issue please contact me at the e-mail listed on
the NESAF website or in the news quarterly.
The NESAF History Project was intended to be
a part of NESAF’s internal contribution to the 2000
Centennial Year with a reissue of the “Forest Hispast SAF President, I called the City of Portland
tory of New England” and an updated “History of
th
Parks Department and found out that they had
NESAF” from its 1970 50 Anniversary – Charlie
been sitting on the requisite plaque, waiting for a
Thompson is still guiding this effort forward, proSAF contact to tell them whether it should be
gress is being made, and continuing patience will
mounted to a natural boulder or a shaped piece of
be rewarded.
granite. After the 11 year lapse, I expressed my
NESAF should field at least two candidates for sincere interest in just getting the plaque placed by
each elected office for each annual election - I
the tree. By the way, that tree is now a very nice
and others have tried very hard to accomplish this Sugar Maple, proving that real trees can grow in
task and we haven’t succeeded. The symptoms
Portland, ME.
are not unique to New England, and we will conFinally at the 2006 NESAF business meeting,
tinue to persevere in this endeavor.
Julie Evans requested an in-depth accounting of
During the 1995 SAF National Convention in
the process and status of the $25,308.00 reprePortland, ME a commemorative tree planting was
senting the NESAF share of proceeds from the
done in Deering Oaks Park, sponsored by both
1995 SAF National Convention and future recomSAF and Oakhurst Dairy. That task that has not
mendations for the NESAF Fund. I will provide that
been completed, NESAF had the responsibility for summation at the 2007 Business Meeting schedthe placement of a plaque indicating the details of uled for March 21 at Lake Morey Inn, Fairlee, VT
the commemoration. By 2005, the trail regarding
Hope to see you there, Ken
the status of the plaque was very cold. This fall
after another gentle reminder from John Moser,
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IN MEMORIAM
worked briefly for the former Brown Paper Company at Parmachenee and for Mohawk (CT) State
Forest, and then worked thirty five years for Great
Mountain Forest in Norfolk, CT. Hawley was a volHoward, was well-known for his infectious joie de
unteer ski patroller for 47 years and a national avavivre, unrelenting interest in people, and deep aplanche instructor. He was a deacon of the Falls
preciation for the simple joys of life. He was an acVillage Congregational Church and active in the
complished businessman and dedicated affordable
Norfolk Curling Club and the Appalachian Mountain
housing advocate, as well as an avid fisherman,
Club. Other hobbies included hiking, sailing,
hunter, world traveler, skier and sailor.
square and round dancing, woodworking, and caHoward Herbert Coe was born Sept. 20, 1914, in noeing. He dedicated much of his retirement to
volunteering at Cold River AMC Camp of North
Fairhaven, CT. After a childhood spent mostly in
Chatham NH.
or around boats, he was graduated from the University of Connecticut in 1936 with a bachelor's deContributions may be made in memory of Samuel
gree in forestry. He later joined the Navy and
S. Hawley to the scholarship fund of Dublin School,
served in World War II, rising to the rank of lieutenPO Box 522, Dublin, NH 03444.
ant junior grade. He married Helen Reilly in 1944
and enrolled at the Yale School of Forestry and En- John Ledyard Hill, 87, of Durham, NH died at the
vironmental Studies in New Haven, Conn., through Portsmouth Hospital on Friday, December 15,
the G.I. Bill. He earned his master's degree in
2006. He was born on August 11, 1919 in El Paso,
1946.
Texas, to Walter Nickerson and Voila Hakes Hill.
For 62 years John was the beloved husband of
He found employment with the Stanley Works CorDoris Elaine (Wright), who survives him.
poration, eventually to become the director of real
estate and insurance, a position he held until his
John was a lieutenant in the 10th Mountain Diviretirement from the company in 1980. While at
sion of the Army and participated in the Allied invaStanley Works, Howard also played a lead role in
sion of Italy in 1943. He graduated from Colorado
the conservation of land along the Housatonic
State University and earned his Master’s and DocRiver, including Kent Falls and St. John's Ledges, torate of Forestry at Yale. At the beginning of his
an accomplishment he was most proud of.
career, he taught at Michigan State University and
Auburn University. Then he worked for the National
Over the years Howard remained active in forestry
Lumber Manufacturers Association where he proas a member of the Society of American Foresters
moted the use of wood products based on their
and the Connecticut Forest and Park Association in
strength, beauty, and versatility.
Middletown, Conn. He also served on the board of
Connwood in Rockfall, Conn.
His love of teaching and research drew him back to
academic life. In 1964, he brought his family to
Donations in Howard's name can be made to the
Durham, where he was a professor in the UNH Defollowing institutions: Yale School of Forestry and
partment of Natural Resources until his retirement.
Environmental Studies; Winding Trails in Farmington, Conn., and the Martha's Vineyard Hospital. John was a member of the Community Church of
Excerpted from The Vineyard Gazette, 11/03/2006 Durham and served as deacon there for many
years. He is remembered as a consummate gentleSamuel S. Hawley of Twin Mountain NH, age 81,
man, a humble and selfless man, a dedicated scidied October 4, 2006. Beloved husband of Beverentist, and the beloved “prof” of many students who
ley McElroy, he was predeceased by his first wife
knew him as “Doc” Hill. His wife and children reKathleen (Lamphier) Hawley, by his son John Warmember him as a devoted husband and father,
ner Hawley and by his brother Philip L. Hawley.
who was always there for them, supporting them
Born in Hartford CT to the late Dorothy (Driscoll)
with his wonderful smile and great wit.
Hawley and Philip C. Hawley March 14, 1925, he
In lieu of flowers, donations can be made to the
attended Dublin School in Dublin, NH.
Durham Community Church or the UNH DepartHawley served in Italy with the 10th Mountain Divi- ment of Natural Resources, College Woods Coalition.
sion during World War II and graduated from the
Woods Industries School of Michigan Tech. He
Howard Coe died Oct. 19 at Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston after a brief illness. He was
92.
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Marc Johnson, 62, died peacefully, surrounded by
his family and friends at Maine General Medical
Center, Waterville, Wednesday, Nov. 29, 2006, after a long illness. Born Feb. 11, 1944, in New Britain, CT, he graduated from high school in Southington in1962. He was the first in Southington to
earn the Eagle Scout Award. He graduated from
the University of Connecticut with a BS in forestry
in 1967 and from the University of New Hampshire
with a MS in forestry in 1971.

tired in 1982 and volunteered his forestry services
to Reston, where he lived until 2002.
Born in Hamilton, Ontario, to parents who were
Broadway actors, he grew up in New York and attended Goddard College in Plainfield, Vt. He volunteered for the Marine Corps during World War II
and served in Guadalcanal, Okinawa and other Pacific campaigns.
After the war, he graduated from the forestry
school at Syracuse University and became county
forester for 14 counties in northeastern Vermont.
He became head of the state's new energy department during the 1970s energy crisis before moving
to the Washington area.

He was an avid outdoorsman and was very proud
of climbing all 63 of the New England 4,000-foot
mountains. In later years, he loved to travel and
hike in Europe, Canada and the United States. He
canoed many rivers in New England and Canada,
and he followed Henry Thoreau's water and hiking Survivors include two children, Susan Orr of Viroute of the mid-1800s in Maine with great interest. enna and Patrick Orr of Burlington, Vt.; and five
grandchildren.—Excerpted from the Washington
His career began with Scott Paper Co. in 1971 in
Post, 11/27/2006
Waterville. He became president of Skylark Inc.,
Scott's real estate subsidiary. He retired in 1995,
John H. Noyes died Dec. 22, 2006. He was born
started a forestry consultant business and very
in Old Lyme, CT on Nov. 4, 1914, the son of John
much enjoyed working with his wife, Holly, on their Ely Noyes and Susan Hollingsworth Ely Noyes,
Winterberry Tree Farm.
and was a direct descendant of Rev. Moses
Noyes, the first minister in Lyme/Old Lyme.
Marc was a historian of the log drives in Maine
John graduated from the Bulkeley School, Conhaving photographically captured the essence of
Maine's last log drives on the Kennebec River from necticut State College, and Yale University School
of Forestry.
1971 to 1976.
Marc was an active member of the Society of
American Foresters, Small Woodland Owners Association of Maine, Maine Woodcarvers Association, the American Tree Farm System, Maine
Audubon, the Pine Tree State Arboretum, the Nature Conservancy and the Cornell Laboratory of
Ornithology. He was an accomplished photographer and woodcarver. He also believed in community service as the president of The China Historical Society, the Comprehensive Land Use Committee and the Town of China Forestry Committee for
a number a years.

On Dec. 18, 1948, he married Werneth Louise Wilson, his wife of 58 years.

His career was in forestry. He also served as a
staff sergeant in the U.S. Army Amphibious Corps
in the southwest Pacific during World War II, where
he operated a large landing craft. Before entering
the military service, he worked for the Northeastern
Timber Salvage Administration and as a civilian
construction inspector for the Army Corps of Engineers. Following the war, he had broad responsibilities in multiple-use land management with the
U.S. Forest Service in the White Mountain, Daniel
Boone, and George Washington National Forests.
In lieu of flowers, gifts in memory of Marc can be
From 1955 to 1957 he worked in a regional office
made to the Marc A. Johnson Memorial Fund, a
scholarship to benefit University of Maine Forestry of the U.S. Forest Service in Pennsylvania, and, in
students. Checks should be made payable to The 1957, was named professor of forestry and MassaUniversity of Maine Foundation, Buchanan Alumni chusetts State extension forester at the University
House, 2 Alumni Place, Orono, ME 04469-5792.— of Massachusetts.
Excerepted from the Morning Sentinel, 12/02/2006 John had a distinguished professional career, writForrest E. Orr, 85, a renewable fuel expert at the ing over 100 bulletins and articles and receiving
Energy Department, died of renal failure Nov. 22 at numerous awards. He was instrumental in forming
the Massachusetts Christmas Tree Growers AssoGreenspring Village in Springfield, VA where he
ciation, the Massachusetts Wood Producers Assolived.
ciation, and the Massachusetts Land League. The
Mr. Orr worked for the federal government from
Society of American Foresters elected him to vari1978 until 1980, then became a consultant. He re-
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ous offices and, in 1975, named him a Fellow of
the society.

He was a member of the Mount Mansfield Union
school board for nine years and was the chair for
six years. Terry is survived by his wife, Judy
Turner, of Hubbardton; his son Michael, daughterin-law Amy, and granddaughters Ally and Morgan
of West Bolton, VT; his son Kevin and daughter-inlaw Deanna of Vancouver, WA

Following his retirement in 1980, John moved to
Old Lyme, for many years living in the house in
which he had grown up and actively serving in numerous civic organizations.
Donations, in lieu of flowers, may be made to the
Florence Griswold Museum, 96 Lyme St., Old
Lyme CT 06371 or to the First Congregational
Church, 2 Ferry Road, Old Lyme CT 06371.—
Excerpted from theday.com

Terry was an active SAF member for his entire professional life. He served as Green Mountain SAF
chair in the late 1970s as well as in other capacities.

Alex L. Shigo died from a fall at his summer home
on Mendums Pond on October 6. He was born in
Duquesne, PA on May 8,1930. Music was a large
part of his life. A talented clarinetist, he played in
the official Air Force Band for four years during the
Korean war. While on tour in Toronto, Ontario he
met his wife, Marilyn with whom he had 52 years
and two wonderful children, Judy and Robert, together.
After his service he returned to Waynesburg College where he earned his Bachelor of Science degree. He then earned his Masters and Ph.D in
Plant Pathology at West Virginia University.
He was hired by the USDA Forest Service where
he eventually became Chief Scientist and did his
work on decay and discoloration in northern hardwoods. After he retired from the Forest Service he
started another career as author and publisher of
his many books on tree biology, tree care and tree
anatomy. He lectured in many countries of the
world and was called “the father of modern arboriculture”. He was responsible for changing the way
trees are pruned, resulting in healthier trees because of this technique.
Alex is survived by his wife, Marilyn, daughter Judy
Smith of Snohomish, WA and her husband Desmond, three children, Duncan, Shannon and Jillian.
Terry L. Turner, 68, died October 18th 2006, after
a battle with cancer. He was born January 26,
1938, the son of Luther and Dorothy (Graves)
Turner. Terry grew up in Brattleboro and graduated
from Brattleboro Union High School. Terry attended both UVM and the University of Maine,
earning bachelor and master degrees in forestry.
From 1964 until his retirement in 1999, he was a
lecturer in the UVM forestry program. His students
and colleagues will remember Terry for his work at
summer camp and his willingness to do everything
necessary to help his students succeed.

John Glenroy Sinclair, 86, died Oct. 31, 2006, in
Fort Kent, ME. He was born Sept. 7, 1920, in St.
Francis, the son of John Roy Sinclair and Delia
Savage Sinclair. The fourth of nine children, John
left school when he was 16 to work in the woods to
help support his family during the depression. He
learned surveying from his father and joined the U.
S. Corps of Engineers in 1940. When he joined the
Navy after Pearl Harbor, he was assigned to an
aerial mapping unit and was involved with surveying in Greenland, South America and Central
America. John married Mary Jane Baker of St.
Francis in 1944, and after the war they moved to
St. Pamphile, where he became the district manager of the Pingree Heirs and the chief fire warden
for Seven Islands District. In 1956, he moved his
family to Bangor and became woodlands manager
for the Pingree Heirs. When the Seven Islands
Land Co. was formed in 1964, John became its
first president and served until 1977, managing
over a million acres of Maine timberland. John's life
is not reflected in his resume, but rather in his passion for the Maine woods and his love for the St.
John River. In 1977, Colby College awarded John,
who had no formal education beyond 10th grade,
an honorary Doctor of Science. Aside from his professional accomplishments, John will be remembered as a good friend by many people. John was
predeceased by his wife, Mary in 2001. In 2003,
John returned to the St. John Valley and married
Rose Nadeau of Fort Kent. They enjoyed three
summers at her camp on Eagle Lake as well as a
year-round view of his beloved St. John River.
John was a retired Fellow and Golden Member of
the SAF. In lieu of flowers, the family requests that
those wishing to honor John may make a contribution to Maine High Adventure, care of Katahdin
Area Council, P.O. Box 1869, Bangor, ME 044021869.—Excerpted from Bangor Daily News,
11/06/2006
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New England Society of American Foresters
Winter Meeting 2007 - Lake Morey Resort, Fairlee, VT
March 21, 22 & 23
REGISTRATION FORM
Registration options: [circle choice(s) in appropriate rate column]
Options

Member Rate

Non-member Rate

Full Program: Includes Wednesday buffet lunch and Thursday Awards
Banquet.
Wednesday only: with buffet lunch

99.00

125.00

70.00

90.00

Thursday only: with Awards Banquet [ 1

70.00

90.00

Friday only

30.00

40.00

Students: Full program

65.00

65.00

Students: One day only

35.00

35.00

2

3]

Extras: [circle choice(s) for additional meal(s) [for guest] in appropriate rate column]
Extra items:
Member Rate
Wednesday buffet lunch
Thursday Awards Banquet [ 1

2

3 ]

LATE FEE [ALL payments received after March 1]
Thursday Banquet choices:
Circle appropriate
number(s) above.

Non-Member Rate

20.00

20.00

25.00

25.00

20.00

20.00

1 - Chicken Florentine
2 - Baked Haddock
3 - Veggie Stir Fry

Total: __________

Name of guest:

!

"#

$ #
Phone number:

Fax number:

E-Mail:

Please note that you are responsible for making reservations for a room at the hotel. Lake Morey Resort: 800-423-1211 or
802-333-4311. Be sure to mention you are with the NESAF Winter Meeting. Rate is $87.00 per night.
Late Fee: The late fee will be assessed if the registration and/or the payment are received after March 1, 2007.
Please send registrations and payments [check or MO made out to “NESAF Winter Meeting”] to:
Raymond J Toolan, Lamoille County Forester, 29 Sunset Dr, Suite 1, Morrisville, VT 05661
Phone: 802-888-5733: E-Mail: raymond.toolan@state.vt.us
Please fill out back of registration form as well. Thank you!
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In order to better plan for each group it is asked that you indicate which of the sessions on Friday you
will be attending. All seven (7) options will run from 8:30 to 12:00.

Please check your choice:
Field Trip 1: Butternut Canker
Dale Bergdahl (no indoor session on Friday): Local tour in the Fairlee area to look at butternut
trees with the canker and discuss the situation.

Field Trip 2: Maple Sugaring
Mike Snyder, Chittenden County Forester: Visit a sugarbush, discuss sugarbush silviculture, visit
a sugaring operation.

Field Trip 3: Hartford, VT, High School Wood-heat System
Paul Frederick, VT Marketing and Utilization Forester, VT Forests, Parks and Recreation. Tour
the high school’s heating plant and wood delivery system. Discuss pros and cons of converting
public buildings to wood heat.

Field Trip 4: Utilization: Hardwood Furniture Manufacturing in the Upper Valley.
First we’ll travels north to Bradford for a tour of the Copeland Furniture factory. Copeland Furniture
is FSC certified through Smartwood. Then we will travel south to Pompanoosuc Mills factory in
Thetford. Pompanoosuc Mill builds each piece to order from North American hardwoods. The
tours will require safety glasses so bring yours if you have them.

Field Trip 5: Silviculture
Karen Bennett and Mark Ducey: See first hand what local silviculture operations look like.

Workshop 1: GIS Technology and Data for Drainage Modeling & Forestry Decision Support
Innovations and Applications: Involves creating a map of water table depths for use in landscapelevel management planning: This workshop will show how multiple GIS indices may be combined
as a forest landowner decision support system. Collaborators from the University of Maine Cooperative Forestry Research Unit, University of New Brunswick Forest Watershed Research Centre
and Mitchell Geographics joined forces to map the depth to the water table to incorporate into
landscape-level forest management activities. Real world applications of this tool will be presented. Will Mitchell and Mark Castonguay.

Workshop 2: Panel Discussion on Forest Policy
Keeping America’s Private Working Forests on the Landscape: Actions for the 2007 Farm Bill.
How will this legislation affect us and the forests we manage? Where does SAF stand and who are
the unusual cast of supporters? A panel of national and regional experts explain and discuss the
opportunities the bill could provide for our future. Led by Bill Samal.
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CFE Update
Activity/Date/Location

Hours/Category

Northeast Forest Pest Council Meeting - 3/20-21/07 – Fairlee, Vt.

3.5,1.5/1

NESAF 87th Winter Meeting – 3/21-23/07 – Fairlee, Vt.

4.5, 5.0,1.5/1

Watershed Conference (DES) – 11/18/06 – Concord, NH

5.0/1

Understanding NH Forest Soils – 10/3, 5, 6/06 – Lancaster, Unity, Boscawen, NH

3.5/1

Winter Shrub Identification – 1/18/06 – Hillsborough, NH

3.0/1

SAF Continuing Sessions Assigned—For listing of CFEs check www.safnet.org
For other, upcoming NH Forestry workshops/meetings, check www.extension.unh.edu
Northam D. Parr,
UNH Cooperative Extension
3785 Dartmouth College Highway, Box 8
North Haverhill, NH 03774-4936
Tel: 603-787-6944 Fax: 603-787-2009
grafton@ceunh.unh.edu

NE SAF Membership Trend
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Dec-06

Aug-06

Apr-06

Nov-05

Jul-05

Jun-05

Feb-05

Dec-04

Oct-04

Apr-04

Feb-04

Nov-03

Jul-03

Feb-03

Oct-02

-

First Annual NESAF Photography Contest
Many of us have witnessed breath taking scenery while enjoying New England’s outdoors. Now it is time to share
these moments and benefit the SAF Science Fund*. We are pleased to announce the First Annual NESAF Photography Contest, open to all SAF members and registered conference participants.

The theme is “New England’s Resources” and photographs will be judged in four categories.
1) Outdoor Recreation
2) Resource Management
3) Research
4) Education/Teaching
Look for your downloadable registration form at www.nesaf.org.
•
•
•

$2.00/Photo Entry Fee (5 photo limit) •
Digital or Film
•
11”x14” Maximum Size
•

Photo mounted on hard backing or can be matted
Glass, frames, or plastic are discouraged
Contestants are responsible for displaying their photographs
on spaces provided at the conference

Photographs will be judged at $1/vote, proceeds to benefit the Science Fund.
Prizes will be awarded to the top three finishers across all categories.
Photos not picked up by end of contest will become property of SAF
For further information contact Jamie Weaver (jamie.weaver@maine.edu), (207) 990-1495.
* More information on the Science Fund can be found on the SAF website.

NEWS QUARTERLY
Bradford Wyman, Editor
53 Wyman Road
West Dummer, NH 03588
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